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We have investigated the bias-voltage dependence of the phase-dependent differential resistance of a disor-
dered T-shaped two-dimensional electron gas coupled to two superconducting terminals. The resistance oscil-
lations first increase upon lowering the energy. For bias voltages below the Thouless energy, the resistance
oscillations are suppressed and disappear almost completely at zero bias voltage. We find a qualitative agree-
ment with the calculated reentrant behavior of the resistance and discuss quantitative deviations.
@S0163-1829~97!03645-X#

Over the past years experimental and theoretical investi-
gations have revealed how the resistance of a normal con-
ductor (N) strongly coupled to a superconductor (S) is
modified due to the superconducting proximity effect. At the
NS interface electrons are converted in Andreev reflected
holes incorporating the macroscopic phase of the supercon-
ductor. Superconducting correlation between electrons and
holes penetrates a distancej(e)[A\D/e into the disordered
normal conductor with diffusion constantD, where e de-
notes the relevant energy~maximum of temperaturekBT or
bias voltageeV). A striking prediction by Artemenkoet al.1

in 1979 was that the resistance of a disordered normal con-
ductor at low energies (kBT,eV→0) returns to its full
normal-state resistanceRN , despite the presence of super-
conducting correlation. Originally, this prediction was valid
for short disordered normal conductors@length L!j(DS),
with superconducting energy gapDS#. Recently, its validity
has been extended to long disordered normal conductors
coupled to superconductors.2–4 Theoretical analysis based on
impurity-averaged Keldysh Green’s function techniques2,3

has shown that transport can be described by an effective
diffusion constant, which depends on energy and position. At
low and high energies this effective diffusion constant re-
turns toD, its value in the normal state, and for intermediate
energies it is enhanced at positionj(e). Therefore, the re-
duction in resistance should vanish for both low and high
energies and thus display areentrant behavior. The maxi-
mum reduction depends on the particular shape of the normal
conductor and occurs around an energy of a few times the
Thouless energyET[\D/L2.

Several experimental observations regarding the reen-
trance of the resistance have been reported using different
geometries of the normal conductor. We have reported a sup-
pression at low energies of the superconducting phase-

dependent resistance of a T-shaped two-dimensional electron
gas ~2DEG! coupled to two superconductors employing an
Andreev interferometry technique.5 In a cross-shaped 2DEG
interferometer,6 we observed a similar behavior. Charlat
et al.7 have studied the magnetoresistance of a normal metal
Aharonov-Bohm ring coupled to a single superconductor.
Recently, they have also studied a single T-shaped metal
wire connected to a single superconductor.8 Finally, Pe-
trashovet al.9 have observed a reentrant behavior in a cross-
shaped normal metal interferometer. Note, however, that
their interpretation is hindered by the presence of a circulat-
ing supercurrent,10 which drastically modifies both the mag-
nitude of the superconducting phase-dependent resistance os-
cillations as well as its shape. In Ref. 6 we were able to
conclude that the effect of a circulating supercurrent was
negligible, which also holds for the T-shaped 2DEG interfer-
ometer reported here.

So far the zero-energy limit where the resistance should
return fully toRN has not been reached. The experiments5,8,9

have only reported an increase in resistance at low energies
of about 55% of the maximum reduction in resistance.

In this paper, we will report a reentrant behavior observed
in the bias-voltage dependence of the resistance of a T-
shaped 2DEG coupled to two superconducting terminals.
Around zero energy the resistance oscillations due to the
superconducting phase are almost completely suppressed,
confirming the theoretical predictions.1–4 We will compare
our data with theoretically calculated resistances, which will
highlight the consequences of using a low electron-density
semiconductor instead of a normal metal.

We have reinvestigated the same devices (A and D) as
studied in Ref. 5. Instead of focussing on the sample-specific
resistance oscillations in higher magnetic fields, we will fo-
cus on the energy dependence of the low magnetic field re-
sistance oscillations. For this purpose, we have included ad-
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ditional filtering in the leads connected to the device at
cryogenic temperatures.11

Our NS interferometer consists of a T-shaped 2DEG at-
tached to two superconducting terminals~see Fig. 1!. These
superconducting terminals~0! are the ends of an interrupted
superconducting loop, which forces the electrochemical po-
tential of the superconducting terminals to be equal. The su-
perconducting phase differencedw52pF/F0, with
F0[h/2e, between both terminals can be varied linearly by
an applied magnetic fluxF through this interrupted super-
conducting loop~area 10.3mm2).

The T-shaped 2DEG has been formed in an InAs/AlSb
heterostructure, since highly transparent interfaces can be ob-
tained between superconductors and the 2DEG in the under-
lying InAs layer. After removing the AlSb top layer, insulat-
ing trenches were defined in the InAs layer by wet chemical
etching. Subsequently, 50 nm Nb superconducting electrodes
were deposited afterin situ Ar cleaning of the exposed InAs
surface.12 The transport properties of the InAs channel are
roughly characterized by an electron densityns;1.531016

m22 and an elastic mean free pathl e;0.2mm. The length
of the vertical arm of the T-shaped 2DEG isL150.96mm,
the separation between both superconducting terminals is
L250.73mm, and the width of the horizontal arm is
W50.34mm.

The differential resistanceR01,02 is plotted versus applied
magnetic field in Fig. 2. The period of the resistance oscilla-
tions corresponds with the expected flux quantumF0
through the area of the interrupted Nb loop. The magnetic
flux is not only present in this interrupted Nb loop, but also
in the T-shaped 2DEG itself. The additional phase shifts due
to this magnetic flux are expected to destroy superconducting
correlations, and, consequently, the resistance oscillations
when roughly one flux quantumh/e penetrates the T-shaped
2DEG ~area 0.52mm2), which corresponds to about 50 G
including a magnetic flux enlargement of about 1.7 due to
the Meissner effect. For devicesA andD the resistance os-
cillations disappeared around, respectively, 80 and 120 G, or
equivalently an actual magnetic flux of about 1.6 and 2.4
h/e.

We have investigated the energy dependence of the
phase-dependent differential resistanceR01,02 by varying the
applied dc bias voltage~see Fig. 2!. Upon decreasingVdc
from 0.35 mV to 0.16 mV the magnitude of the resistance

oscillations increases. The magnetoresistance oscillations
plotted in the upper trace are almost disappeared, which was
recorded when all relevant energies were smaller thanET :
Vdc50 mV andeVac,kBT.0.02 meV.

The complete energy dependence of the magnitude of
these resistance oscillations for deviceA is collected in Fig.
3~a!. Note that the bias-voltage dependence directly reflects
the energy dependence, whereas the temperature dependence
corresponds to a convolution of the bias-voltage dependence
with the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The oscillations appear
below a dc bias voltage of about60.5 mV, which is well
below the superconducting energy gapDS of 1.3 mV. The
resistance oscillations reach a maximum magnitude around
0.1 mV, which is suppressed by about 80% at zero bias volt-
age. For comparison, we have plotted the bias-voltage de-

FIG. 1. Sample layout. The left-hand panel shows a schematic
picture of a T-shaped 2DEG with an interrupted superconducting
loop. The contacts~0! are connected to the niobium loop and~1!
and~2! are connected to the T-shaped 2DEG. The right-hand panel
shows a scanning electron micrograph of the device.

FIG. 2. Differential magnetoresistanceR01,02of deviceA at 250
mK for three applied DC bias voltages: 0 mV, 0.16 mV, and 0.35
mV ~from top to bottom!. These traces are offset by 55 G to com-
pensate for the remanent magnetic field of the superconducting
magnet.

FIG. 3. Energy dependence of the top-top magnitude of the
resistance oscillations:~a! deviceA at 250 mK with cryogenic fil-
tering (RN.1250V), ~b! deviceD at 170 mK with cryogenic fil-
tering (RN.1200V), and~c! deviceD at 50 mK without cryogenic
filtering (RN.1450V, reproduced from Ref. 5!.
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pendence for the other deviceD in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. The
data of Fig. 3~c! are copied from Ref. 5 and were obtained
without using cryogenic filtering. The main difference is vis-
ible around zero bias voltage, where the resistance oscilla-
tions are less suppressed due to an elevated noise tempera-
ture. However, the energy dependence of the resistance
oscillations is qualitatively identical for both devices and dis-
plays the predicted reentrant behavior in the resistance.

The calculated energy dependence of the resistanceR01,02
for a T-shaped interferometer is shown in Fig. 4. The length
of the vertical and horizontal arms was assumed to be the
same (L15L25L). The procedure is based on evaluating
nonequilibrium quasiclassical Green’s functions for diffusive
superconductors using the Keldysh technique. For detailed
information about the calculations we refer to Ref. 2. Here,
we will only emphasize the assumptions which are made.
First, the effective diffusion coefficient varies only in one
dimension~along the wire length!, transport is fully diffusive
(L@l e), and phase-breaking events are neglected (L!l f).
Second, the energy-dependent phase shift during Andreev
reflection is disregarded, which implies that all relevant en-
ergies (kBT,eVdc,ET) are assumed to be small compared to
DS . Third, the pair potentialDN in the normal conductor is
neglected, which means that the electron-electron interaction
strength is assumed to be zero.

In Fig. 4~a! the resistance atdw50 ~solid line! describes
the reentrant behavior of the resistance in zero magnetic
field. The total resistance comprises the resistance of the ver-
tical arm and the resistances of both horizontal arms in par-
allel. The small reduction in resistance atdw5p ~dashed

line! belowRN solely arises from the horizontal arms, which
disappears whenL2!L1. In Fig. 4~b! the magnitude of the
resistance oscillations is plotted, which is the difference be-
tween the two curves of Fig. 4~a!. Figure 4~b! also shows
that the contribution of the vertical arm dominates over the
contribution of both horizontal arms in parallel. The resis-
tance oscillations are thus expected to have a maximum mag-
nitude of about 18%RN around an energyeV.4.5ET .

Let us now proceed with a quantitative comparison be-
tween experiment and theory. The Thouless energy corre-
sponding with the vertical arm of the T-shaped 2DEG
amounts toET5\D/L1

2.0.06 meV for both devices, since
the normal-state resistances are roughly identical. For de-
vices A and D the maximum magnitude of the resistance
oscillations are, respectively, about 0.5% and 2.2% ofRN at
an energy of 2.4ET and 1.2ET . Although two nominally
identical devices show a variation in both energy dependence
and magnitude of the resistance oscillations, they do differ
significantly from the theoretical expectation. In principle a
nonidealNS interface could be responsible for a reduction in
magnitude. However, theNS interface resistance is small
compared to the diffusive resistance of the T-shaped 2DEG.
In general the resistance atdw50 is reduced belowRN for
eV,DS , which implies that the probability for Andreev re-
flection dominates over normal reflection.

When we correct for the finite temperature in this experi-
ment, the estimated magnitude of the resistance oscillations
at zero bias voltage for deviceA will be slightly reduced and
for deviceD will become negative. This nonzero magnitude
at zero temperature and bias voltage results from the pres-
ence of sample-specific conductance fluctuations modulated
by the superconducting phase.5,6 These oscillations are
present at all energies and magnetic fields. Their rms magni-
tude is about 1V for deviceA and 2V for deviceD. The
magnitude of the observed resistance oscillations at zero bias
voltage is for both devices suppressed to this sample-specific
magnitude. Therefore, we have confirmed the theoretical
prediction1–4 that the nonsample-specific phase-dependent
resistance vanishes at zero energy. Note that we have also
reinvestigated the reentrant behavior in the two-terminal re-
sistance of the cross-shaped 2DEG interferometer6 using
cryogenic filtering. Here, the oscillation magnitude around
zero bias voltage was reduced by a factor of 2, which was
limited by an enhanced magnitude of sample-specific oscil-
lations due to an higher resistance of these devices.

Another contribution to the resistance oscillations at zero
bias voltage could originate from the fact that our devices are
not precisely diffusive, sinceL.5l e . We can correct for
that in the calculation by including a quantum point contact
~QPC! with a resistance of about 350V in front of diffusive
resistors modeling the T-shaped 2DEG.13 Note that this QPC
resistance doesnot exhibit a reentrant behavior and is pre-
dicted to show phase-induced oscillations at zero energy.13

We have calculated that for our geometry the expected mag-
nitude for these QPC resistance oscillations should be less
than 10% of the maximum resistance oscillations around 2.7
ET . Therefore, we do not believe that for this device these
QPC resistance oscillations could be responsible for a sig-
nificant contribution to the observed oscillations around zero
bias voltage.14

FIG. 4. Calculated energy dependence of the resistance for a
T-shaped normal conductor withL15L25L, where ET5\D/L2.
Note that the temperature dependence can be obtained by convolut-
ing this energy dependence with the Fermi-Dirac distribution.~a!
displays the resistance atdw50 ~solid line! and atdw5p ~dashed
line!. ~b! displays the magnitude of the total resistance oscillations
~solid line!, which is the sum of the resistance oscillations of the
vertical arm ~dotted line! and both horizontal arms in parallel
~dashed line!.
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So far we did not mention the energy dependence of the
resistance atw50. Figure 2 shows that an increase in applied
bias voltage causes a decrease in resistance. The resistance
well aboveET ~bottom trace! does not show an increase,
which seems to be in contrast with the reentrant behavior.
However, a similar-sized 2DEG wire without superconduct-
ing terminals also shows an increase in resistance around
zero bias voltage,15 which was attributed to be the Coulomb
anomaly in the resistance caused by electron-electron inter-
actions~EEI’s!. Apparently, the contribution to the resistance
caused by EEI’s masks the reentrant behavior in the resis-
tance. An interesting remark is that EEI’s can give rise to a
finite superconducting pair potentialDN in the normal con-
ductor, which can be modulated by the superconducting
phase.2 The resulting magnitude of the resistance oscillations
depends on the strength of EEI’s and is in general much
smaller compared to the reentrant behavior in the resistance.
In this experiment, the magnitude of these resistance oscilla-
tions caused by EEI’s is smaller than the magnitude of the
sample-specific oscillations.

The last issue we address is the shape of the resistance
oscillations, which for a slightly different geometry was pre-
dicted to develop a strong nonsinusoidal shape.2 However,
we observe only a very small contribution of higher harmon-

ics. Around energies where the total magnitude exhibits a
maximum the magnitude of the first higher harmonic~period
h/4e) is about 1.5V for deviceD. For deviceA we could
not detect the second harmonic. Note that also Petrashov
et al.9 observed that the resistance oscillations are sinusoidal
after correcting for the extrinsic deformation caused by the
circulating supercurrent. Presently, we do not have a good
understanding why certain geometries favor sinusoidal oscil-
lations.

In conclusion, we have investigated in detail the reentrant
behavior of the superconducting phase-dependent resistance
of a T-shaped 2DEG interferometer. The magnitude of the
resistance oscillations at zero energy was shown to be sup-
pressed to the magnitude of the phase-dependent sample-
specific conductance fluctuations. The shape of the phase-
dependent resistance strongly deviates from the theoretical
predictions, which remains an open issue.
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